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Welcome to this mini edition of
NICE Magazine. It’s the end of the
year and the festive season, so we
thought we’d put together a little
issue featuring some of the things
we’ve had our eye on all year.

We also have a few special features
for you, in which we learn a little
more about an eco-restaurateur,
an upstart furniture designer, an
avant-garde fashion designer, and a
vintage treasure hunter.

Each person at Nicework has put
together a wish list of ten of the
things their heart desires. We’re now
delighted to share these with you,
and hope that you find something
new and wonderful on them to covet
(and maybe some day own).

Thank you to all who participated,
we’re ever grateful for your
enthusiasm and willingness
to share. This allows NICE
Magazine to be the wonderful
creative showcase of beautiful and
inspiring work that it is.
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WISH lists
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It’s that time of year, the best time, when life slows down a little,
people live a bit larger, and generally just treat each other more
kindly. Sometimes they even give each other gifts, which is the
kind of thing we love. So in anticipation of a little love coming our
way, we’ve each put together a wish list, of some of our favourite
things that’d bring joy, happiness and all things wonderful to our
life this festive season. We hope that our wish lists inspire yours,
and that you get everything and more that your hearts desire.
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2012 Christmas

Wish list
Nice things // THEA

1

THEA’s
WISH list
Thea, Nicework producer and
second-generation Greek import,
has compiled a wish list of handy
household covets, exotic travel
destinations and other practical stuff.
We suspect she might be planning
something for the near future, like
a holiday, or a dinner party. Either
which, we hope we’re invited.
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1. A global chefs knife: A kitchen is not complete without a good chef’s knife! / 2. A rabbit lamp from Mooi: Because it’s
cute! / 3. A kitchen aid mixer: I’m tired of beating and mixing shit by hand and being completely jealous of the chefs on TV.
And it’s just so beautiful and shiny and fits in a wee little kitchen! / 4. A caravanning holiday through Italy: This would be
a super awesome way to see the country, only to be done with someone you’re truly comfortable with. / 5. The Inca Trail:
It just needs to be done / 6. A French Bulldog: Too cute and I could try fit in my handbag / 7. NX1000 Mirrorless Wi-Fi
Digital Camera with 20-50mm Lens (White): With wireless pretty much everywhere these days, this camera makes it
almost impossible for you to ever loose your pictures. / 8. Wallpaper: I’ve been a little obsessed with wanting to use wallpaper
on one of my walls, and think it can add a lot of character to a room. / 9. Pot plants: Adds a bit of warmth to a place. / 10.
Hypnotherapy sessions to like exercise: Enough said. No link, I just like the idea

2012 Christmas

Wish list
Nice things // Arline

1

arline’s
WISH list
Arline’s wish list is a careful selection of all things
whimsical and wonderful. She’s also the brilliant designer behind the look and feel of NICE
Magazine, which coincidently is also wonderfully
whimsical this issue.
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1. Penguin books: Soft cover books of the classics / 2. Hanging gardens: Etcetera Window box - Vegetable screen by
Compagnie. / 3. Best bag!: This is the bestest bag very large and very pretty / 4. Dear Rae - heart ring: To replace the heart
ring I misplaced / 5. Cold Picnic watch / 6. Collar pin: Most delicate of things- and superior to a necklace / 7. iPad Mini:
Because its every inch an ipad / 8. Brak- black kidney side table: Like! / 9. Every day sandals: I cant wait for long hot
summer days, ice cream and of course sandals everyday. / 10. Comforting things: Along with holidays comes the comforts of
home and napping in the daytime, a quilt or two will do the trick.
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FEATURE
5. What project are you most proud of and why?
I’m proud of quite a few of our pieces, and it makes
me proud when people get what I’m trying to do.
But I’m proudest of the feature film that
I’m busy writing.

Brak

6. Who would you most like to collaborate with?
We’re potentially collaborating on a project with
Jana+Koos http://www.janaandkoos.com in 2013, which
I’m pretty excited about. I really dig their work and
they’re the cool people who designed my pretty logo. But
generally young and inspired local designers.

Furniture
1. Tell us what you do
I have my own furniture company called ‘Brak Furniture’.
We design and build mid-century and retro inspired
pieces as well as source from various second-hand and
pawn shops.
2. Why do you do it?
I enjoy the creative aspect behind it, as well as the
entrepreneurship. I also feel that we cater to a gap in
the market where one can get cool furniture at a
reasonable price.
3. How did you end up here?
My background is in film, I have a masters degree in
screenwriting. While I was writing for soaps, I had some
free time and would fix up some wrecked sourced pieces
in my old man’s garage – he’s a cabinet maker and also my
business partner – and then sell them at Market on Main
on Sundays. I soon found working in writing rooms for
ego driven head-writers and dealing with slimy producers
on top of writing repetitive and soulless material quite
overbearing. So decided to put everything into my little
company and now I’m able to do it full time.
4. Who do you admire?
Some friends. My father. Young ambitious
entrepreneurs. Self-made men.

7. What are your key influences?
Tough one – can’t think of any specifically really, but they
definitely exist.
8. What colour are your underwear?
http://www.brakfurniture.co.za/c9/Colours-and-Finishes.
aspx
9. What are you listening to right now?
Ever since a trip to America’s South a while ago, I’ve
collected a lot of blues music – its kind of fitting when
you’re sanding down some wood.
10. What’s on your festive season wish list?
Getting my pool fixed up for pool parties.
11. What’s the best thing you’ve seen online or in
general lately?
www.theselby.com
www.americansuburbx.com
12. What would you like to see in the NICE Magazine?
Not really that familiar with your magazine, but flipping
through it, seems like you guys are doing a good job – so
more of the same ;)

Brak, a Johannesburg-based upstart furniture design, manufacture and upcycling company is
run by father-son duo, Wolfgang Senior and Junior Muller. The designs draw reference from
70’s Africana retro and mid-century modern design, and have a fun and playful twist with Brak’s
signature bold combination of colour and wood. We caught up with Wolfgang Jr. to learn more
about this little furniture underdog.
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2012 Christmas

Wish list
Nice things // gordon
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gordon’s
WISH list
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Gordon’s wish list is a compilation of gadgets, utensils
and design objects, all with an innovative flair.

9

10

1. Knitted cardigan / 2. Diamond Wall Mirror by Paolo Cattelan / 3. Bubble Tent / 4. Slippers / 5. Foldout Table /
6. Tetris book shelf / 7. Molecular Gastronomy Ingredients - Chef Starter Kit / 8. Panoramic Iphone Lens /
9. Workbench cutting board / 10. Hand turbine power generator
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2012 Christmas

Wish list
Nice things // JESS

1

JESS’s
WISH list
When she’s not illustrating hipsters
meeting unfortunate but oh-so
artisanal ends, Jess is also a great
designer and part-time baker. She’s
put together a wish list that is as
diverse as her skills set, from multicoloured hair, to printed Ts and a
novelty taxicab ride. Enjoy.
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1. A whippet and a ferret who are best friends. / 2. A ride in the candy cab / 3. A print from the wonderful Faustine Dian /
4. A tattoo by Noon / 5. My very own letterpress / 6. Esmeralda the gypsy’s outfit from The Hunchback of Notre Dame /
7. This wonderful shirt / 8. An unlimited shopping spree at NiceFind / 9. Some custom painted specs from Bobsmade /
10. Wonderful candyflossy mermaid hair
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FEATURE

NiceFind

NiceFind is a little Shop in Melville, Johannesburg, which is governed by the principle that
it’s awesome discovering new treasures and sharing them with other people, thus crating a
little community of NiceFinders. We caught up with Indianna Harris, one part of the Momdaughter team, to find out a little more about this gem of a store.

than anything else. We still have our day jobs so shop
duties are a bit of a juggling act. We love the street and
the people in the community so it seemed like the natural
choice to pick a spot on the street. When the corner shop
became available we knew that the space was the one
and we jumped at the opportunity. There are also new
shops opening up on the road and there’s a new energy
creeping in, it’s fantastic!

1. Tell us what you do
We are collectors of Nicefinds and items that have a story
and a past. We have a shop in Melville on the corner of
1st Street and 7th Ave called Nicefind and will soon have
an online shop www.nicefind.co.za. We stock Vintage,
Handmade, Second Hand and Upcycled. We also curate
and conceptualise with local artists on projects and give
them a platform to create their own brands.
It started when mother and daughter Team Indianna
Harris and Pam Devereux-Harris bought a consignment
of ’70s jewellery and 80’s, all old new/stock, never been
worn before. The jewellery came from a closed down
factory in Town and are mostly the old Richelieu and
Intrigue Range. We also make bespoke jewellery out
of Vintage chain and bits and pieces from our mini
warehouse, we love creating one of a kind pieces. We also
alter and add if you want it more personalised.

5. What treasure that you’ve discovered are you most
proud of?
There are so many! Some of our favourites have been
our Theo Kochs Barber chair from Chicago, which would
have come to SA on a ship back in the 1920s. Others
include our mint green retro bar from the ’4 0s and Teal
green Olivetti Typewriter from the ’60s. It can be very
hard parting with these beauties. We also found a Kienzel
Nautical wind up clock from the 1950’s, if someone hasn’t
bought it by Jan it’s coming home with us!

2. Why do you do it?
We do it because we love treasure hunting and finding
lost and forgotten items that we think a person might be
just as excited to discover. It also gives us a space to get
involved with the local community and help to revive
7th Street, a road in Melville which we believe has a very
unique energy and history, bringing together people from
all walks of life.

7. What colour are your underwear?
Is floral a colour? ;)

3. How did you end up here?
We ended up in Melville because we have offices on 1st
Ave. At the moment Nicefind is more of a passion project
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4. Who do you admire?
We admire people with a passion for what they do! We
love Angie Batis and her blog Lucky Pony, weheartthis
is also amazing and now have an online store too! We
also check up on Bluebird from the States pretty often,
we love Miss James’ Chutzpah! We admire all the small
guys doing big things and collaborations is the way of the
future. Creative beings get us going.

6. If you could go back in time to any decade, which
would you choose?
This changes everyday and depends on our mood. Today
we would choose the 1940s, we love the bold red lips and
old school Hollywood glamour, we adore pretty collars
and cuffs and portable typewriters.

8. What are you listening to right now?
Alt J ∆ , local band Shortstraw, Miriam Makeba and the
Skylarks have been on repeat for the last week! We’re on
the hunt for a record player for the shop, we have tons of
vintage records itching to be played again.
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9. What’s on your festive season wish list?
For people to be more kind and perhaps a gorgeous 1920s dress from
Reminiscence across the road, one of our favourite stores on the road.
10. What’s the best thing you’ve seen online or in general lately?
We love Etsy.com an online handmade market place, the guys two
stores down called FOSS are making incredible furniture using old
floorboards and wood from demolished houses. We’re loving Juta
Street and the Maboneng precinct. There also a lot of Pop-up shops
happening all over Jozi, it’s our best!
ISSUE TEN 18

11. What would you like to see in the NICE Magazine?
We love Nice Magazine, perhaps more downloadables like music and
video’s making it more interactive. The content is amazing, keep up the
good work guys! Loving it!
Nicefind on Twitter @nicefind_indi as well as on facebook, www.
facebook.com/nicefind, www.nicefind.co.za and online store launching
in Jan
E-mail us to get onto our mailing list verynicefind@gmail.com
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2012 Christmas

Wish list
Nice things // ben

Ben’s
WISH list
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MD and co-owner of Nicework, Ben’s
wish list is a collection of essentials for
the more sophisticated man.

1. Rolex Milgauss Pro Hunter / 2. Philippe Starck Aprilia Moto / 3. Rubinacci Victory pocket square /
4. Edwin Jagger DE89LBL Razor / 5. Carmina Salinger Double Monk Caramel Calfskin
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2012 Christmas

Wish list
Nice things // layla
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layla’s
WISH list
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Layla’s wish list is a compendium of all
things colourful and awesome.
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1. Georgina Gratrix painting: I’ve admired her bright, bold work for years and would plotz to have one of her oils hanging on
my wall / 2. Le Crouset cookware: Less is so much more in the kitchen with this beautiful coloured cast iron cookware /
3. Guillotine gold and blue dress: This SA haute couture label is the epitome of sophisticated, slick and sexy design /
4. Love Water Love bikini:This mix-and-match local swimwear label is a godsend to summer, and allows you to get the print
you want in the style that fits / 5. Missibaba handbag: Most beautiful handbags around, ever / 6. Holiday at Lake Malawi:
Underrated, unexplored…adventure beckons / 7. Nixon watch: The Mellor is simple, slick, and functional / 8. Mounted stag
horn: Flora turns fauna and meets taxidermy / 9. Consol Solar Jar: So simple, so smart, so perfect for any occasion / 10. Cat
Eyes with Swarovski crystals for Marcolin Dsquared2

FEATURE

Guillotine

Guillotine is the brand of Johannesburg-based fashion designer, Lisa Jaffe. The label is highly
conceptual, masterfully crafted and limited to small runs and bespoke pieces. We chatted to
Lisa about getting to where she is today, as well as a few other random things.
and very different from each other, it’s been a
fantastic to grow ideas with people who have
specialized and big ideas
6. Who would you love to collaborate with?
People that make really really nice things and that
explore imagination
7. Gold or silver?
Gold and silver placed closely together - the tonal quality
of both is dependent on whether I like either.
8. What colour are your underwear?
Pure White
1. Tell us what you do
Garment producer/ ideas maker/ creative
head of Guillotine
2. Why do you do it?
Addiction, fashion making is fast /and is a far-reaching
visual world with endless ways of producing / making
clothing and images / sensations, and creating ideas
around the work, I love working around the body.
And I’m unemployable

10. What’s on your festive season wish list?
My wish list: a new computer, an easy how-to-seeinto-the-future object and an endless supply of happy
homemade dinners with friends

4. Who do you admire?
I admire a one-track mind and forward movement

11. What inspirations are you drawing from for your
next range?
With preparation for winter around the corner and
summer projects/shows coming up, I’m taking a bit of a
holiday first which should serve as big inspiration and
then I’m seeing in the distance: righteous colour, lots of
reflections, sci-fi cuts/outs, text fun and 2d outlined
cuts with drape

5. What project are you most proud of?
All of my previous collaborations were very exploratory

12. What would you like to see in the NICE Magazine?
I think it’s so Nice as it is!

3. How did you end up here?
It’s in the blood
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9. What are you listening to right now?
A coffee machine and white noise
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2012 Christmas

Wish list
Nice things // roSS

1

4

roSS’s
WISH list
Creative director and co-owner of
Nicework, Ross has put together a
sterling list of desirable gizmos, gadgets
and generally cool things.
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1. Roomba 700 / 2. Bitchin speaker / 3. Moleskin messenger bag / 4. Mercedes-Benz G500 XXL / 5. Oru Kayak /
6. Idea paint / 7. George Jensen / 8. James Mudge Shelves / 9. 20 of these hanging plants / 10. Axe / 11. Ambit: You
can even make your own apps for it
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Adrian Lee
Honorary Niceworkian - Wish list

6

Transplanted from Singapore, self-confessed Jozi lover, been in SA for 7 years and loving life.
Big on Android technology and a local app developers’ evangelist. A specialist on the mobile
telecoms and software industry for Africa, having worked both in Nokia and Samsung.
In my spare time; I read like a nerdy fiend, ride my mountain bike like a fatty, eat out at
lovely restaurants with my partner, Devika and take walks with my bulldog, Kimora and
griffon bruxellois, Bruce!
Am currently looking for a new career challenge in South Africa.
1. Specialized S-Works Epic Carbon 29 SRAM: As
an avid and obsessed MTB rider (yes, that’s what we call
ourselves), I fell in love with South Africa through this
sport. This bicycle represents the epitome of the latest
bicycle technology that money can buy. It doesn’t come
cheap and I’d happily pay for this. It’s sleek, subtle and
infinitely advanced. Makes even a fatty like look fast on
the trails! / 2. Dior Homme Intense by Christian Dior:
Fell in love with the predecessor of this scent. The ‘Intense’
version is very wearable and lasts through a full day of
running around town, driving, meeting people, etc. It’s a
lot more concentrated. I simply find it sexy and great. Love
the compliments from the ladies that I get too! / 3. Tag
Heuer, Automatic, Spectacles: With age, our optical
muscles weaken and lengthen, thus causing myopia. Ouch.
These Tag glasses are by far the most elegantly designed
eyewear that I’ve seen. I need them for driving at night,
when the bloody astigmatism kicks in. These glasses are
super light and sit so comfortably on my flatter Asian nose
bridge./ 4. BOSE, Cinemate, 1SR Home Theatre:
Being a huge movie fan, I do spend quite a bit of time in
front of the TV. The on thing that always irked me was
having to stare at huge ass speakers besides the TV. Don’t
ask, it always irritated me that speakers were ugly boxes.
NOW, with BOSE, there’s a single soundbar option and
man, it looks fantastic. The sound is slightly compromised
in terms of depth and richness compared to a traditional
5.1 setup, but hell, I’d live with that instead of staring at
ugly speakers in my living room./ 5. DeLonghi, Fully
Automatic Coffee machine: It’s coffee! It comes in a
super compact, svelte design. It makes cappuccinos! It’s
coffee! Fresh beans! I don’t need to explain this one./ 6.

Harmon Kardon, On-ear headphones, HARKAR-CL:
I spend quite a bit of time in airplanes. In-ear headphones
can not, in my ears, replaces the acoustics from an overthe-ear type headphone. These HK ones are beautifully
designed, and the sound quality is amazing. It folds for
portability./ 7. Logitech, Z323 Speakers: I am plugged
in when I’m at work. Music makes me think clearer, quicker
and better. The sound is thus important. This speaker set
looks good on a desk, and also does great sound. They are
not hideously expensive and makes for a great gift to tech
geek types like me. / 8. MontBlanc, Meisterstuck Desk
Pad: The desk pad, reminds me of when I was a kid and
hanging out in the offices of my parents’ export company.
Everyone had a desk pad, had to be in leather, on top of
their tables. In those days, it came in regular anonymous
PVC slabs. I associate these desk pads with a kinder, older,
more genteel time. It’s my ‘old-fashioned’ thing. / 9. Glock
19, 9mm pistol: Because guns are fun! The Glock 19, is
the perfect 9mm, low on recoil and dead accurate. Been
to the firing range several times with a gun enthusiast
friend and have fired various pistols, this Glock is by far
the easiest to handle. For just sheer entertainment value,
nothing beats letting loose 15 rounds at a paper target.
Very emotionally soothing too. Don’t get creeped out
/ 10. CADAC Entertainer 4 Supreme, gas braai: I’m
new to the country. I do not have innate braai fire-building
skills like most South Africans, which were honed over
generations. The carnivore in me wants this! The gas braai
is low-maintenance and I can always throw a steak on the
grill without having to wait for an hour! Convenience and
speed, love it! make your own apps for it

7
8

9

10
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LETTER PRESS CALENDAR

brass gun cufflinks

earthenware
dinner plates

things

babycakes pie
pops maker

to buy
It’s the season to spend
lots of money
Need another reason to part with your hard earned cash?
Well we’ve got seven for you. Here are some lovely little
things, which wont actually break your bank account.

give-a-tree
nice coffee

Essie Letter Press: ‘The Perpetual
Calendar of Collective Nouns
in the animal Kingdom’ R250 /
Heartwood: ‘Give-a-tree’ R320
/ Mocho Loco: Suede and Rose
Gold Bracelets R129.00 / Smith
Jewellery- Brass Gun Cufflinks
R275.00 / Babycakes Pie Pop
maker R300 / Sandy Godwin:
Earthenware dinner plates R220 /
Beanthere Coffee R60.00
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suede and
gold bracelets
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The Corner Cafe

plACES
to eat
It’s the season to be jolly…
and eat too much
It’s the holidays, so go stuff your face.
There, we said it, now go and eat your heart
out. We’ve complied a list of some of our
favourite eateries for you, so enjoy, and may
your taste buds and bellies thanks us.

Durban
This ‘kiff’ little suburban spot is especially popular with
the early morning crowd on their way home from a dawny
surf, a cruise along the beachfront, or just having a quick
bite before work.

The Leopard

Johannesburg
Andrea Burgener is the lady in the kitchen at this quirky
eatery on 4th avenue in Parkhurst. The menu offers an
eclectic mix of tastes, and the décor is playful and quirky.

The Foundry

Johannesburg
Gastro pubs are where it’s all going down these days
after a hard day’s work for Joburg’s blue-collar crowd.
The Foundry in Parktown North, with its rustic-chic
atmosphere boasts an extensive bar and menu to match.

Little Addis

Johannesburg
Situated on Fox Street in The Maboneng Precinct, this
eatery serves up traditional Ethiopian specialties and is
famous for their platters.

Eatery JHB

Johannesburg
A reclaimed car workshop serves as the setting for this
intimate restaurant. The menu offers an exploratory take
on comfort food, and changes with the seasons so that
the dishes change often.
Images copyright Douglas Bower

The Brass Bell

Cape Town
No trip to Kalk Bay, on the train or otherwise, is complete
without a visit to the Brass Bell for fish and chips and a
draught of beer. This institution is set right on the water,
and offers the best view out over False Bay.
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Le Sergent Recruteur

Paris
If you’re lucky enough to find yourself in sweet Paris
any time soon, treat yourself to what can only be a most
wonderful experience at this new restaurant designed
by Jaime Hayon. ‘Live, eat and rest’ is the motto of the
venue, which is all about simplicity, harmony, warmness
and eloquent uniqueness.

The Table at De Meye

Stellenbosch, Western Cape
This country kitchen is all about the abundance of simple
food, seasonal local ingredients and great wine. Run by
brother and sister team, Camilla and Jason Comins, The
Table serves up a new set menu each week.

Babylonstoren

Paarl, Western Cape
If you’re meandering through the wine lands of the
Western Cape, you simply have to visit Babylonstoren!
And while you’re there, why not take in something
delectable at one of the two eateries, Babel Restaurant, or
Green House. Either will be a treat for all your sense.

The Whippet

Johannesburg
Situated in the quiet suburb of Linden, this new little
cafe-cum-store is a welcome find. Expect great coffee,
friendly service and maybe even a real-life whippet pup
scampering about.

I

Market

Durban
Nestled at the base of the Moses Mabhida stadium in
Durban, this market serves as a platform for local foodies
and designers to showcase their products. No cheap
plastic imported junk, just good quality local wares.
Be sure to catch it on the first Sunday of every month.

PLACES

Corner
Café
Corner Café is a little eco-restaurant in the suburbs of Glenwood, Durban. It is owned and run by
husband and wife team, Judd and Jeanie Campbell, who are “not tree-hugging, tie-dye wearing
hippies, just ordinary people trying to save the planet ‘one cappuccino at a time’”. We caught up
with Judd to find out more about how he ended up were he is, and doing the things he does.

1. Tell us what you do
I’m a waiter, but I own the shop I waiter in....I just don’t run
it, my manager does.
2. Why do you do it?
Because I failed matric and couldn’t get a job after school,
didn’t have too many options...but it’s the bomb.
3. How did you end up here?
I literally hitched from Howick to Durban when my dad
through me out the house, and started at Circus Circus
three days after high school.
4. Who do you admire?
Will Farrell, funniest human on earth.
5. What project are you most proud of?
Love Coffee. A mate and I opened a little eco-coffee
takeaway on Windemere Road and it’s pumping...proud as
punch china.
6. Who would you love to collaborate with?
Marco Pierre White, greatest chef alive or Chris Black,
local chef who just doesn’t take shit.
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7. Coffee or chow?
Coffee...dah.
8. What colour are your underwear?
I haven’t worn underwear since apartheid...now we are all
free, viva la loins.
9. What are you listening to right now?
Far Canal - local band, ridiculous tunes
10. What’s on your festive season wish list?
A 29-er carbon frame bike, a Pyga would be best
(it’s a locally made mountain bike, and it makes other
bikes look stupid).
11. What’ll be on your festive season lunch/dinner table?
Free range, sustainable goodies...the missus and I only eat
seasonal; we love the planet, where else would I ride my
bike, boom.
12. What would you like to see in the
NICE Magazine?
The mag’s great, maybe more girls....but that’s
just me, roar.
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PLACES

The I Market in Durban has grown over the years to become a much
needed platform for local foodies and designers to showcase their products.
The market is the brainchild of one of Durban’s most prolific creative ladies.
We caught up with Anna Savage to find out why she started the market and
how she keeps the love flowing.

I

Market

Images copyright Allister Christie

4. Who do you admire?
Amanda Laird Cherry, Ruth Rogers and Rose Gray.
5. What project are you most proud of?
I Heart Market, of course.
6. Who would you love to collaborate with?
Yotam Ottolenghi
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7. What colour are your underwear?
Not telling.
8. What’ll you be listening to this December?
Alt J, The Lumineers, Of Monsters and Men, Others Lives,
Alabama Shakes, Grizzly Bear.

1.Tell us what you do
I run the I Heart Market, a food, craft and design
market in Durban.
2. Why do you do it?
I enjoy working with creative people, but once an idea
comes to fruition I often loose interest. The market is ever
changing and the sky’s the limit as to what I can do to make
it more interesting so it suits my creative ADD perfectly.
3. How did you end up here?
I was always in the restaurant industry, front of house,
cheffing and eventually owning my own restaurants. After
being diagnosed with chronic fatigue, I needed a project
to focus on that was creative yet manageable and not as
physically straining as the food industry.
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9. What’s on your festive season wish list?
Dr Seuss cotton pyjamas, Sami Tamimi and Yotam
Ottolenghi’s new cookbook – Jerusalem, a geometric
pendant from my sister – Savage Jewellery (http://
savagejewellery.blogspot.com/), and some pretty frocks.
10. What’ll be on your festive season lunch/dinner table?
Durban is not the right environment for traditional
Christmas dinners. So slow cooked Greek lamb,
lemon potato salad, baked brinjals with yoghurt sauce,
green salad – all served at room temperature. Followed
by salted caramel cream crepe stacks with macerated
strawberries because no one under the age of 55 eats
fruit cake – seriously.
11. Living or dead, which 5 people would you invite to
(above) lunch/dinner?
My granny, Tom Waits, Paul Auster, Julia Child, Jesus.
12. What would you like to see in the NICE Magazine?
Food, Fashion, Music.
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showcase

Nicework
notebooks
Based on the popularity and success of our last series of Nicework
notebooks, we decided to create a second series. This time around, we
opted for a low-key rough brown paper cover with coloured binding that
would allow our designs to come alive. We like how the books look like
regular office stationary, think invoice books, yet are playful and bold and
anything but ordinary.
Two spot-colours were decided on for the screen-printing, and then each designer set to work
creating their design. The result was four distinct designs, which each capture a little piece of
what it means to create something new and wonderful. In keeping with our guiding principle,
to ‘make pretty stuff’, we feel we’ve created a beautiful end of year gift that we’d love to
receive ourselves. We think we have very lucky clients.
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Our Site
Facebook
Subcribe

